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ImTOO MPEG Encoder is a powerful MPEG converter and video converter which can easily
convert AVI to MPEG, convert MPEG to iPod, convert video to YouTube video and convert
WMV to MPEG. The MPEG Encoder not only supports converting among all mainstream
videos such as AVI, MPEG, DivX, WMV, MP4, MOV, FLV, 3GP, PSP MPEG-4, iPod
MPEG-4, but also provides the fast ways to extract audio from video files, convert among all
audio formats like MP3, WMA, WAV, AAC, M4A, etc.

With ImTOO MPEG Encoder, you can convert video to any video or audio formats, convert
video to and from HD videos, convert audios between all popular audio formats, and even
convert pictures to and from videos as an AVI MPEG converter, WMV to MPEG converter.

No other video converters like the MPEG encoder can convert so many video, audio and
image formats including AVI, MPEG, DivX, WMV, MP4, MOV, RM, H.264/AVC, AVCHD,
MKV, 3GP, VOB, MP3, WMA, WAV, AAC, M4A, APE, FLAC, OGG, JPG, PNG, GIF.

ImTOO MPEG Encoder can be used as 3GP, FLV, PSP, Zune, iPod, iPhone, Apple TV
video converter to convert videos for today's leading Portable Media Players like Sony PSP,
video iPod, Zune, BlackBerry, Creative Zen, Archos, PDAs/PPCs.

Main Functions

MPEG converterAVI MPEG converter, video converter
Convert any videos to AVI, MPEG, DivX, WMV, MP4, 3GP, MOV, RM; convert AVI to MPEG,
convert H.264/AVC, AVCHD, MKV to MPEG, convert WMV to MPEG.

Convert AVI to MPEGEncode HD video faster
An HD video converter to convert HD videos between all HD formats like H.264/MPEG-4
AVC, AVCHD video (*.m2ts, *.mts), MKV, MPEG-2/MPEG-4 TS HD video.

Convert WMV to MPEGAudio converter, music CD ripper
Convert audios among MP3, WMA, WAV, AAC, M4A, APE, FLAC, OGG, AC3; rip and
convert music CD to MP3.

MPEG converterPicture converter, image capture
Convert pictures in JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP to videos; capture video and turn your video into
picture collections.

Convert AVI to MPEGCreate video effects
Tweak video with the editing tools: add artistic effect, adjust brightness/contrast, add text or
picture watermark and crop video screen.
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Convert WMV to MPEGMerge and clip video
Merge multiple videos of any formats into one; clip video, audio file and output clips
respectively or as a whole one.

 

 

Key Features

 

When converting video, ImTOO MPEG Encoder will save you a lot of time by
supporting multi-core CPU.
Supporting multithreading and batch conversion helps you save precious time by
converting multiple files at once.
ImTOO MPEG Encoder saves power and resources by running it in the background
when converting files.
Get batches of files with the same content but different video formats by adding
multiple profiles to one source file.
Split one media file into several. Directly convert any part of a file by specifying its
start time and duration.
Use Bitrate Calculator to define the output file size you want. Its bit rate will be
calculated at the same time.
The ready-made profiles are optimized in parameters, which are well classified by
device type.
Give you ability to adjust all the parameters like bit rate, frame rate, sample rate and
codec to get the desired results.
Add subtitle files (ASS, SSA or SRT format) to the no-subtitle videos and adjust font
style, transparence for the subtitle.
View the effect changes in real time. Compare the fixed with the original video in the
two preview windows together.
Preview video file by the embedded player, take a snapshot of favorite movie images
and save as JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP.
After-done actions release you from waiting the end of every task by your computer
and save your time.

system  requirements

OS :                          Microsoft? Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Ready
Processor :             1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :                        256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :     50MB space for installation
Graphic Card :        Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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